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Egg Drop Challenge

How will you 
protect the egg?



You are going to create a design that will protect an 
egg when dropped!

You will have to test and experiment with different 
materials before you select the most appropriate 
materials that will stop your egg from breaking when 
it hits the ground.

Your 
Challenge!



You will have to choose different materials 
to use in your design.

Your design can be any shape you like 
and you can use a mixture of materials. 

Creating Your Design



Some materials might be better than others for protecting the egg when it is dropped.

Look through the table below and decide what materials might be good for protecting 
the egg. Think about the strengths and weaknesses of each material for protecting the 
egg.

Material
What strengths has 

this material for 
protecting the egg?

What weaknesses 
might this material

bring to your 
design?

How might you use 
it to protect an 

egg?

Bubble wrap

Tissue paper

Paper straws

Cardboard

Reusable plastic 
bags

Sponge

Materials



What features will you add to make it as 
protective as possible?

Before you begin, there are some 
things to think about…

What material or combination of materials will 
you use to protect the egg? 

Will it go the whole way around the egg? Or 
will the egg fit in to some sort of structure?



Can you 
predict any 
challenges 
you may 

face?

Have you 
any 

questions?
Shape Size Materials

What 
combination 
of materials 
might work?

Now it’s time to think about your design!

Mindmap

Egg Drop
Challenge



When you have created your design its time to test it out! You 
might want to do this outside just in case your design isn’t as safe 
as you think! Drop you egg in it’s safety jacket and see if it 
smashes. Be sure to take a video and email it onto me. 




